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Mr. President: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 30, 197 6 

Chancellor Schmidt is undoubtedly calling you to 
report the results of a meeting which the EC held 
yesterday to discuss the British situation, among 
other things. 

Based on his discussions with the British, Ed 
Yeo's feeling is that Callaghan's position with 
regard to IMF negotiations is ambiguous. I 
am sure be would argue that you should urge 
Schmidt that we both make clear to the British 
that we will not intervene with the IMF nor will 
we provide large amounts of credit if the British 
insist on doing business as usual. I suggest, 
however, that you listen to Schmidt's report 
and generally adhere to the line you took in your 
last conversation with him -- urge the British 
to continue their process of accommodation with 
the IMF. 

Before you talk with Schmidt, you may also wish 
to glance at the attached letter which was just 
delivered by the German Embassy. It is the 
personal letter to you which Schmidt in his last 
phone call mentioned he was sending. 

Attachment 
Bren~croft 
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December 1, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: BRENT SCOWCROFT/ALAN GREENSPAN 

SUBJECT: Your Telephone Call to Prime Minister Callaghan 

1. I wanted to get in touch with you after my conversa
tion yesterday with Helmut Schmidt. I was a bit puzzled 
by some of the points Schmidt made to me regarding the 
possibility of your imposing import restrictions and 
the closing of exchange markets in the event that agree
ment could not be reached between the IMF and the UK 
in the near future. 

2. This surprised me because I had thought, that while 
your negotiations with the Fund were admittedly difficult, 
progress was in fact being made and that chances for a 
successful agreement appeared to be reasonably good •. 
Indeed my conversation with Helmut was the first indica
tion I have had that there was a real problem. Could 
you provide me with a clearer picture of the situation? 

3. (If Callaghan responds that the negotiations are 
going~ery poorly and the United States must intervene 
to modify the Fund's position.) As I indicated in my 
message of November 24, we believe that the best agree
ment between the Fund and Britain would be on which was 
not influen e b external ressures. We have not 
at empted to influence e un s JUdgment or position. 
While we have closely followed your negotiations with 
the Fund, in our view, avoidance of outside pressures 
would hold the best possible chance of insuring the cred
ibility and the success of the final outcome. I 
understand that Mr. Witteveen is now in London to 
devote his personal attention to the negotiation~. We 
continue to expect that a reasonable agreeme~t w1ll be 
~rked out and that the UK-and the Fund wiii be able 
to completely close any gaps between them. 
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4. (If Callaghan faiees the issue of sterling balances.} 
As I also said in my message of the 24th and my earlier 
one of November 21, we are preparing ourselves Eo deal 
with sterling balances. We intend to move sympathetically 
when substantial agreement has been reached with the Fund. 
(IF asked about the need for Congressional approval.) 
!~may be that Co~gressional approval of some sort will 
be required to implement our sJ.de or whatever agreement 
is reached on sterling balances. But I can assure you. 
that if a responsible agreement is reached I personally 
will exert every effort, and the Treasury will do 
likewise, to insure the necessary Congressional action. 



~L 

1976 1977 1978 
(in billions b steri~~~·n•g•)~-----------

Cuts in expenditures 

Expenditure Cuts or 
Increases in Indirect 
Taxes 

Sale of Burmah Oil 
Shares 

Public Sector Borrow-
ing Requirement 11.3 

As a percentage of 
GDP 11.3% 

Current Account 
Balance of Payments -3. 2 

Increase in Money 
. Supply (M 3) 16.1* 

Change in Public 
Expenditure Programs 
at 1976 prices (New 
Definition) 

Domestic Credit 
Expansion 

Tax Cuts (if ll1F 
estiEates of PSBR on 
present policies· 
are accept~d) 

Healey 
Proposal 

Witteveen· Healey 
Propbsal Proposal 

1.0 1.5 
II t /, ,..,.,_ 

Lo.sl 

0.6 

8. 7 "G,t ~ .}·.2 .,.,....,· ~ . 
7.5% 7~1% 6.6% 

-1.0 +2.8 

11.8% 1111 10% 14% 

-2.4% -.4% 

7.7 6.2 

.8 

*Annual rate based on first 10 months 
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Witteveen 
Proposal 

8.0 

6.2% 

12% 

.4. 
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